Abstract. Bounded model-checking is a technique for finding bugs in very large designs. Bounded model-checking by itself is incomplete: it can find bugs, but it cannot prove that a system satisfies a specification. A dynamic completeness criterion can allow bounded model-checking to prove properties. A dynamic completeness criterion typically searches for a "beginning" of a bug or bad behavior; if no such "beginning" can be found, we can conclude that no bug exists, and bounded model-checking can terminate. Dynamic completeness criteria have been suggested for several temporal logics, but most are tied to a specific bounded modelchecking encoding, and the ones that are not are based on nondeterministic Büchi automata. In this paper we develop a theoretic framework for dynamic completeness criteria based on alternating Büchi automata. Our criterion generalizes and explains several existing dynamic completeness criteria, and is suitable for both linear-time and universal branching-time logic. We show that using alternating automata rather than nondeterministic automata can lead to much smaller completeness thresholds.
Introduction
Bounded model-checking (BMC) is a model-checking method that has gained popularity due to its ability to handle large industrial designs [4] , [5] . Bounded model-checking is an iterative process in which one searches for a bug of increasing bounded length. In each iteration, one searches for a bug of size k, by constructing a Boolean formula which is satisfiable iff such a bug exists. A SAT solver is then used to determine whether or not the formula is satisfiable. If it is, then a bug has been found; otherwise, one increases the bound k and searches for a bug of greater size.
There are many BMC encodings for various fragments of linear-time logic and automata on words; e.g., [4] for LTL, [10] for PLTL, [11] for weak alternating Büchi automata. Many are based, directly or indirectly, on the idea of constructing a product automaton M × A for the model M in question and an automaton A which describes all the undesirable behaviors. Any accepting run of the product automaton M × A corresponds to a bad behavior of the model; thus, to check if the model contains a bug, we can search for an accepting run of the product automaton. Using automata as specification mechanisms can lead to simple and generic encodings. Even encodings based on temporal logic (e.g., [10] and [12] ) can often be viewed as simulating the run of the product automaton, although they do not construct it directly.
Bounded model-checking is typically a semi-decision procedure: it is able to find bugs, but not to prove the correctness of properties. A completeness threshold is an upper bound on the size of k, such that if no bug has been found when the bound reaches k, then no bug exists. Thus, if a completeness threshold for the property and model in question is known, bounded model-checking can halt if the completeness threshold is reached and no bug was found, and conclude that the model satisfies the property.
Completeness thresholds can be broadly divided into two classes, although the division is not clear-cut. Static completeness thresholds ( [5] , [6] ) attempt to over-approximate the size of the "longest shortest bug" the system can contain. For example, if a model does not satisfy an invariant p, then there exists a shortest path from an initial state of the model to a state that does not satisfy p. A static completeness threshold for invariant properties is therefore given by the length of the longest shortest path in the model (the diameter ).
In contrast, dynamic completeness thresholds are based on a dynamic completeness criterion, which attempts to determine whether the current bound is already large enough to allow full exploration of the relevant part of the model. Dynamic completeness criteria typically check for the existence of a "beginning" of a counter-example (or bug). If such a beginning of size k cannot be found, then there cannot exist a counter-example of size greater than k, and there is no need to increase the bound. For example, the LTL property ϕ = pU q describes a path in which q holds at some point, and until that point, p holds. Suppose ϕ describes the bad behaviors of a system. A dynamic completeness criterion for ϕ might check if there exists a simple (loop-free) path of length k, such that all states along the path are labeled with p. Such a path represents a "beginning" of a witness for ϕ. If we cannot find a witness of length k for ϕ, and we cannot find a simple path of length k as described above, then there cannot exist a witness of length greater than k for ϕ. Therefore, in this case bounded model-checking can terminate and conclude that the system contains no path that satisfies ϕ.
The effectiveness of dynamic completeness criteria has been shown in experimental results ( [10] , [22] , [24] ). However, designing completeness criteria that are both sound and effective can be challenging. For instance, the completeness criterion in [22] contains a subtle flaw: a constraint introduced to cause earlier termination and increase the effectiveness of the criterion causes the criterion to be unsound. For details, see [17] . In addition, existing completeness criteria are often custom-designed to fit one particular encoding. For example, the dynamic completeness criteria of [22] , [18] and [24] are all based on ideas similar to the ones on which the current paper is based, but they each develop the completeness criterion anew to fit the particular encoding.
In this work we present an automata-theoretic dynamic completeness criterion for alternating Büchi automata. Our criterion generalizes several existing completeness criteria by formalizing the notion of a "beginning" of an accepting computation. The criterion we suggest is independent of a particular encoding; in addition to serving as a theoretical framework for existing completeness criteria, it can be instantiated to fit automata-based BMC encodings for which there is currently no dynamic completeness criterion, such as [11] .
To our knowledge, the criterion we suggest is the first completeness criterion that can handle alternating automata. The choice of alternating Büchi automata as a specification mechanism is motivated by two factors. First, alternating Büchi automata are powerful enough to express all ω-regular properties. [11] developed an encoding for weak alternating Büchi automata, and showed that the increased expression power did not carry significant performance penalties.
The second factor is the succintness of alternating automata. It is well-known that an alternating automaton can be exponentially smaller than any equivalent nondeterministic automaton [20] . In this paper we show another compelling reason to use alternating automata as a specification mechanism: they can have much smaller completeness thresholds than the corresponding nondeterministic automata. This result is related to, but does not follow directly from, the exponential gap in the number of states.
In addition to linear-time logic, several BMC encodings and accompanying completeness criteria have been suggested for universal branching-time logic ( [19] , [23] , [22] , [18] ). Our completeness criterion is based on automata on infinite words, which express linear-time properties. However, the criterion is also applicable to universal automata on infinite trees, which express universal branchingtime properties. This is because our criterion is based on the product of the model and the automaton. The product of a model and a alternating automaton on infinite trees is an alternating automaton on infinite words [14] ; thus, our dynamic completeness criterion, which is based on alternating automata on infinite words, is applicable to branching-time logic as well. Note, however, that in a branching-time setting, a Büchi acceptance condition is not expressive enough to express all ω-regular tree properties. Our criterion can therefore only handle the alternation-free fragment of universal μ-calculus.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we review the automata-theoretic approach to linear-time logic and define notation and terminology. In Section 4 we present the dynamic completeness criterion and the resulting completeness threshold. We show that the criterion is sound, and characterize its completeness. In Section 5 we show that there is an exponential ratio between the completeness thresholds of alternating and nondeterministic automata. We conclude in Section 6.
Related Work
In the original work on BMC ( [4] , [5] ), the diameter of the model is suggested as a completeness threshold for formulas of the form EF p ("p is reachable"). [5] also shows a pessimistic completeness threshold of |M | × 2 |ϕ| for general LTL formulas ϕ. In [6] , tighter completeness thresholds are shown for various classes of temporal properties, among them the class of all ω-regular properties, based on automata-theoretic methods. The completeness threshold suggested in [6] for general ω-regular properties is an over-approximation of the length of the shortest lasso-shaped accepting run of the product automaton. Our own work is based on similar ideas; however, the automata we consider are alternating, while [6] bases its threshold on nondeterministic automata. As we show in Section 5, using nondeterministic automata as a specification mechanism can increase the completeness threshold significantly. In addition, the completeness threshold of [6] does not take the form of a dynamic completeness criterion which is evaluated at different bounds to determine whether or not the completeness threshold has been reached. In [2] , the authors apply similar ideas to [6] , this time in a form closer to a dynamic completeness criterion: to check whether the completeness threshold has been reached, one can check the satisfiability of several Boolean formulas, which roughly speaking describe the existence of loop-free fragments of an accepting run in the product automaton. Unlike our own work, the completeness criteria of [2] check for the existence of both a "beginning" and an "ending" of an accepting run (forward and backward traversal). However, [2] is still restricted to nondeterministic automata. In [3] , the authors of [2] extend their termination criterion to generalized nondeterministic Büchi automata, in which the acceptance criterion can consist of several accepting sets, and show that using generalized automata can lead to smaller completeness thresholds. The completeness threshold we suggest in this paper is easily extended to generalized Büchi automata.
In [10] , an incremental encoding is presented for PLTL, along with a dynamic completeness criterion based on the idea of searching for a "beginning" of a witness. In an incremental scheme, the encoding is composed of two partsa k-invariant part, containing constraints that are retained when the bound is increased, and a k-dependent part containing constraints that are discarded when the bound is increased. The formula used in [10] to determine whether the completeness threshold has been reached is obtained from the formula used to search for a witness by removing the k-dependent constraints and adding a simple-path constraint. Removing the k-dependent constraints has the effect of dropping eventuality requirements (e.g., when searching for a witness for F p, the requirement that p be satisfied at some point along the path is a k-dependent constraint). The completeness formula of [10] is highly specific to the incremental scheme and the particular encoding used in [10] . Our completeness criterion can be extended to handle temporal logic with past operators by extending it to two-way automata on words [21] .
Several bounded model-checking encodings have been suggested for universal branching-time temporal logic [18] , [19] , [22] , [23] . [22] and [18] show accompanying dynamic completeness criteria for their respective encodings, and a dynamic completeness criterion for the encoding of [19] is presented in [24] . The criteria of [22] , [18] and [24] are again highly encoding-specific, and all use a similar idea of searching for a "beginning" of a witness.
A related SAT-based technique which can prove properties is temporal induction [7] , which can prove invariants. General safety and liveness properties can be transformed into invariants, but such translations increase the size of the model and may increase the depth necessary for bounded model-checking.
Our work is also closely related to [8] , which discusses extensions of LTL that can be used to reason about truncated paths. Our notion of a partial run corresponds to the weak semantics of LTL for truncated paths described in [8] , and can be taken as an automata-theoretic formulation of the weak semantics. We are interested in investigating this connection.
Preliminaries
Given a set X, we denote by B + (X) the set of positive Boolean formulas obtained by applying the connectives ∧ (conjunction) and ∨ (disjunction) to elements of X, as well as the formulas true and false. We say that a subset Y ⊆ X satisfies a formula α ∈ B + (X), and denote
An alternating Büchi automaton on infinite words is a tuple A = (Σ, Q, q 0 , δ, F ), where Σ is the automaton's alphabet, Q is the set of automaton states, q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state of the automaton, δ : Q × Σ → B + (Q) is a transition relation, and F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting (or fair ) states. A nondeterministic automaton is an alternating automaton which has only disjunctions in all its transitions. We use Σ ω to denote the set of infinite words over the alphabet Σ, and we use x ω to denote the infinite word obtained by iterating the finite word x infinitely often.
To model the runs of A we use Q-trees. A Q-tree is a pair t = (N, ), where N ⊆ N * is a prefix-closed set of tree nodes, and : N → Q labels each node of the tree with an automaton state. The root of the tree is the empty word ε, and given a node n ∈ N , the set of children of n in the tree is given by children(n) = {n | n = n · i for some i ∈ N}. We denote by |n| the length of the finite word n, and for an infinite word n we denote |n| = ω. For a tree node n, the length |n| is also the distance of n from the root of the tree (ε). A branch of the tree is a maximal sequence n 0 n 1 n 2 . . . (which can be either finite or infinite), such that n 0 = ε, and for all i ≥ 0, n i+1 ∈ children(n i ). If t = (N, ) is a finite tree, the front of t is defined by front(t) = {n ∈ N | children(n) = ∅}, and the height of t is the length of the longest branch in t. Note that we measure height by the number of edges, not the number of nodes.
A run (or run-tree) of an automaton A on an infinite word w = w 0 w 1 w 2 . . . ∈ Σ ω is a Q-tree r = (N, ), such that for all n ∈ N , children(n) |= δ( (n), w |n| ). We say that a run r is accepting if for every branch n 0 n 1 n 2 . . . of r, some accepting state q ∈ F appears infinitely often on the branch (that is, (n i ) = q for infinitely many values of i). If A has some accepting run on a word w, we say that A accepts w. The language of A, denoted L(A), is the set of words w ∈ Σ ω such that A accepts w. Note that runs can be finite or infinite trees, and even in an infinite run there can be finite branches. However, finite branches must always end in a node n such that δ(n, w |n| ) = true.
To model programs, we use Kripke structures. Given a set AP of atomic propositions, a Kripke structure
where S is the state-space of the model, s 0 ∈ S is the initial state, R ⊆ S × S is a transition relation, and L : S → 2 AP is a labeling function which assigns to each model state a set of atomic propositions from AP . A path of M is a maximal
Two parameters are often used to measure the complexity of a Kripke structure. The diameter d M of a structure M is the length of the longest shortest path in M . The recurrence diameter r M is the length of the longest loop-free path in M . The diameter of a model is no greater than its recurrence diameter, since a shortest path is always loop-free, but the recurrence diameter is easier to compute than the diameter.
We say that a model
The path π is then called a witness. In bounded model-checking (and linear-time model-checking in general), the automaton A describes the bad behaviors of the system, and a witness, if one exists, represents a bug in the system.
One way to check if M |= A is to construct the product of M and A [20] , an alternating automaton which, informally, describes all the runs that A can have on paths of M . The product automaton is defined by
Therefore, to check if M |= A, we can construct M × A and check whether or not its language is empty [20] . Note that the product automaton M × A is over a unary alphabet {a}, and thus, if L(M × A) = ∅, then M × A must accept the word a ω . Throughout the paper we will be interested in prefixes of words and trees. We denote x ≺ y if x is a prefix of y. Given a finite or infinite word x = x 0 x 1 . . . and a number h ≤ |x|, we denote pref h (x) = x 0 . . . x h . We use pref(x) (witout the subscript) to denote the set of prefixes of x, that is, pref(x) = {pref h (x) | 0 ≤ h ≤ |x|}. Similarly, given a finite or infinite tree t = (N, ), we use pref h (t) to denote the tree pref h (t) = (N h , h ) defined by N h = {n ∈ N | |n| ≤ h} and h (n) = (n) for all n ∈ N h . We also denote pref(t) = {pref h (t) | h ∈ N}. Finally, for an automaton A, we denote by pref h (A) = {pref h (r)|r is a run of A} the set of all prefixes of height h of runs of A. For a model M , we denote pref h (M ) = {pref h (π) | π is a path of M }.
A Dynamic Completeness Criterion for Alternating Automata
In this section we define a dynamic completeness criterion, which checks whether the automaton has a "beginning" of an accepting computation of length k. If there is no such "beginning", bounded model-checking can terminate and return M |= A when the bound reaches k.
To formalize the notion of a "beginning" of an accepting computation, we define canonical partial runs of the automaton. Informally, a partial run is a truncated run-tree; it is a finite tree in which only the inner nodes are required to satisfy the transition relation. A canonical partial run is a partial run that contains no "useless" loops. We will later discuss another restriction on partial runs that may lead to smaller completeness thresholds.
Fix an alternating Büchi automaton on infinite words A = (2 AP , Q, q 0 , δ, F ).
Definition 1.
A partial run of height h of A on a word w = w 0 w 1 . . . is a Q-tree r = (N, ) of height h satisfying the following conditions.
The definition of a partial run of height h is distinguished from the definition of an accepting run of the same height by the requirement on the leaves (nodes n with |n| = h): in an accepting run, if n is a leaf then δ(n, w |n| ) = true; in a partial run, there is no such requirement. Consequently, every accepting run is also a partial run, but the converse is not true.
Lemma 1. If r is an accepting run on w, then for all h ∈ N, pref h (r) is a partial run of height h on w.
Clearly, if A has an accepting run of height h or greater on a word w, then A has a partial run of height h on w for all h ≤ h. However, there may exist partial runs of height h for all h ∈ N even if there is no accepting run, as in the following example.
Example 1. Consider the nondeterministic automaton A shown in Fig. 1(a) . A accepts the language of words over the alphabet Σ = {∅, {a}} which contain a finite number of occurrences of the letter {a}. A run of A stays in q 0 until A "guesses" it has seen the last {a}, and then moves to q 1 , which is an accepting state; if an {a} is read from state q 1 , the run gets stuck (that is, the transition is false). The model M shown in Fig. 1(b) is not accepted by the automaton: the only path in M is π = (s 0 ) ω , whose labeling, L(π) = ({a}) ω , contains infinitely many occurrences of {a}. However, for all h ∈ N, the sequence r h = q h 0 represents a partial run of height h of A on π. Notice that for h > 2, r h is not a "good" partial run on π: after one step we enter a loop in both r and π in which no accepting state of A appears. Thus, r h for h > 1 contains unnecessary padding which increases its height. Intuitively, a "good" partial run will contain no unnecessary loops. We now formalize this notion.
Definition 2. Given a partial run r = (N, ) of height h,

1.
A loop in r is a pair (n 1 , n 2 ) ∈ N 2 such that n 1 ≺ n 2 and (n 1 ) = (n 2 ). 2. We say that an automaton state q ∈ Q occurs in (n 1 , n 2 ) if there is a node n ∈ N such that n 1 ≺ n ≺ n 2 and (n) = q. (n 1 , n 2 ) is said to be useless if no state q ∈ F occurs in (n 1 , n 2 ).
A loop
We say that r is canonical if there are no useless loops in r.
Lemma 2. If an automaton A over a unary alphabet {a} accepts the word a ω , then A has a canonical accepting run on a
ω .
Proof sketch. The existence of a canonical accepting run follows from the existence of a memoryless winning strategy, shown in [9] for alternating parity automata, a more general class of automata than alternating Büchi automata. The accepting run that corresponds to a memoryless winning strategy for the word a ω has no useless loops: if it had a useless loop, then the run-tree would contain a branch along which the loop repeats forever, because each time the automaton would reach each state in the loop it would be obliged by the memoryless strategy to make the same move. Since the loop contains no accepting state, this branch would contain only finitely many accepting states, and the run would not be accepting.
The definition of a canonical partial run captures the notion of a "beginning" of a counter-example used in the dynamic completeness criteria of, e.g., [2] , [22] , [24] . The threshold we suggest is as follows.
Definition 3. Given an automaton A and a model M , the dynamic completeness threshold CT(M, A) is the minimal number h such that M × A does not have a canonical partial run of height h (on a ω ), or ∞ if there is no such number.
Next we show that the dynamic completeness threshold is sound -that is, it does not cause termination too early.
Theorem 1. If M |= A, but for all h < h the product automaton M × A has no accepting run of height h , then CT(M, A) ≥ h.
Proof. From Lemma 2, since M |= A, the product automaton M × A has a canonical accepting run r on a ω . The run r is of height at least h, because M × A has no accepting runs of height smaller than h. Let r = pref h (r). From Lemma 1, r is a partial run, and since r has no useless loops, neither does r . Thus, r is a canonical partial run of height h of M × A, and CT(M, A) > h.
Remark 1.
Consider the case of a nondeterministic automaton A. A canonical partial run of A is a sequence of states -that is, a tree with a single branch. If the run contains a loop, then an accepting state must appear in the loop, implying the existence of an infinite accepting run of A.
Thus, for a nondeterministic automaton, the existence of a canonical partial run of height k indicates the existence of either an accepting run or a loop-free run of height k. However, the dynamic completeness criterion is only applied after we fail to find an accepting run at the current bound k; thus, we can rule out the first case, and simply search for a loop-free run of length k. This yields the length of the longest loop-free path in the product automaton as an upper bound on the completeness threshold of nondeterministic automata, as already observed in [6] . This is also the basis for the forward-traversal termination criteria of [2] . 
Eliminating Bad Prefixes
As a consequence of Theorem 1, if no accepting run of M × A has been found when the bound reaches CT(M, A), then bounded model-checking can halt and return M |= A. Conversely, we would expect that while k < CT(M, A) -that is, if there exists a canonical partial run of height k -then there should be "a reason" to increase the bound and search for an accepting run of height greater than k. However, the following example shows that this is not always the case.
Example 2. Consider the automaton
where the transition relation δ is given in Table 1 . A accepts only words that do not contain both an a and a b: when an a is read, A moves to state q a , where it waits to read a c; and when a b is read, A moves to state q b , in which it must not read a c. Thus, any word in which both an a and a b appear will not be accepted. However, A still has a canonical partial run r of height 1 on any word w which has pref 1 (w) = ab. The partial run r cannot be extended into an accepting run regardless of the rest of w, but its existence may cause BMC not to terminate with a bound of 1 if the termination criterion from Definition 3 is used.
A prefix which cannot be extended into a word in the language, like ab in Example 2, is called a bad prefix [8] . One way to avoid bad prefixes is to construct a prefix automaton A pref for A -an automaton which accepts a finite word iff it can be extended into an infinite word in the language of A -and to use it in the completeness criterion. This option is suitable for criteria based on nondeterministic automata (e.g., [2] ), where a prefix automaton is constructed by simply removing any states from which there is no accepting run on any word and making all remaining states accepting. For alternating automata, however, this option is not suitable: [1] shows that for alternating automata the size of a prefix automaton can be exponential in the size of the original automaton. Next we present an alternative, which does not require the use of the prefix automaton in the dynamic criterion. Now we augment the definition of canonical partial runs as follows.
Definition 5. A partial run r of M × A is said to be prefix-canonical if r is canonical and the set
To compute the sets of A-consistent (or A-inconsistent) sets in an automaton A, we can build an equivalent nondeterministic automaton A using the MiyanoHayashi construction [16] , which is a modified subset construction, and check which states of A have some accepting computation. We do not go into the details of the construction for lack of space. The construction is exponential in the size of A, but it involves only the automaton and not the model. In addition, identifying the A-consistent sets is a preprocessing step which only needs to be performed once per automaton, and does not need to be repeated in every iteration of BMC. The completeness threshold can be strengthened by adding the new requirement, and defining the prefix completeness threshold CT P (M, A) to be the smallest number h such that M × A does not have a prefix-canonical partial run of height h. It is easy to show the equivalent of Theorem 1 for CT P (M, A) . In addition, we can now also show the following lemma and corollary, which give us a a reason why bounded model-checking should continue if the threshold has not been reached.
Lemma 3. If A has a prefix-canonical partial run on a finite word w ∈ Σ
h , then there exists an infinite word w ∈ L(A) such that pref h (w ) = w.
Corollary 1 shows that as long as the threshold has not been reached, there is a model M which does satisfy A, such that any computation of M × A is also a computation of M × A. Informally, the fragment of M that A "can see" to depth h also exists in M , but M |= A, and so we cannot stop searching for a witness just yet.
The Limitations of Existential Dynamic Completeness Criteria
It might seem better to require, instead of Corollary 1, that if CT P (M, A) ≥ h then there should exist a model M such that pref h (M × A) = pref h (M × A) (equality instead of containment) and M |= A. This stronger requirement, if satisfied, would imply that the completeness threshold uses all the information that is available in pref h (M ): if the threshold has not been reached, then there is a model which is indistinguishable from M to a depth of h as far as A is concerned, which A accepts. However, the following example shows that no sound completeness criterion of the form "there exists a path π ∈ pref h (M ) which satisfies ψ", where ψ is some condition on paths of length h, can satisfy the stronger requirement.
Example 3.
Consider the model M shown in Fig. 2(b) , and the nondeterministic automaton A shown in Fig. 2(a) . A accepts paths in which there is exactly one state labeled with b, and all the states before that state are labeled with a. M |= A, since all infinite paths of M contain at least two states labeled with b.
Suppose C is a dynamic completeness threshold of the form: "C(M, A) is the smallest number h such that there does not exist a path π ∈ pref h (M ) satisfying the condition ψ", where ψ is some condition on paths of length h. Suppose by way of contradiction that C also satisfies the following two conditions: It is easy to extend Example 3 to conditions which talk about the existence of a path of arbitrary (but predetermined) length satisfying some condition ψ, not just paths of length h. The limitation we have shown is inherent to dynamic completeness thresholds based on existentially-interpreted automata.
The Gap between the Completeness Threshold for Alternating and Non-deterministic Automata
It is well known that although alternating automata are equivalent in expression power to nondeterministic automata, they are exponentially more succint: there exist languages recognized by an alternating automaton comprising n states, which cannot be recognized by a nondeterministic automaton that has less than 2 n states [20] . In this section we show that the ratio between the completeness thresholds for alternating and nondeterministic automata can also be exponential in the number of states of the alternating automaton.
In [16] it is shown that for any alternating automaton A with n states, there exists an equivalent nondeterministic automaton A with n = 2 2n states, such that L(A) = L(A ). The following upper bound result follows in a straightforward manner, because an exponential blow-up in the number of states implies at worst an exponential blow-up in the size of loops in the run-tree.
Theorem 2. For any alternating automaton A with n states and model M with diameter d, there is a nondeterministic automaton A with
In addition to the upper bound on the number of states, [20] shows a matching exponential lower-bound: there exists an alternating automaton with n states such that any equivalent nondeterministic automaton must have at least 2 n states. However, this does not immediately imply a corresponding lower bound on the completeness thresholds nondeterministic automata, because a large number of states does not necessarily translate to long loops in the runs of the automaton. For example, the family of languages used in [20] to show the exponential lower bound can be recognized by altnernating and nondeterministic automata that have the same completeness threshold on any given model (even though the nondeterministic automaton would require exponentially more states than the alternating automaton). The lower bound we will show stems from the fact that in an alternating automaton we require that each branch of the run-tree not contain unnecessary loops. Thus, we can detect "hopeless situations" as soon as one branch cannot be extended without creating an unnecessary loop, even if other branches in the run-tree are loop-free. In contrast, the runs of a nondeterministic automaton only have one branch, and we show that this branch can be made to grow exponentially long without closing a loop. Our result is related to the ability of alternating automata to count to 2 n using only n states, while nondeterministic automata require 2 n states to accomplish the same task [13] . Note that the completeness threshold of the alternating automaton from Theorem 3 remains constant as n grows, while the completeness threshold of the corresponding nondeterministic automaton grows exponentially with n.
Conclusion
We developed a dynamic completeness criterion for bounded model-checking, which we believe explains and generalizes several dynamic completeness criteria that were developed for various encodings and temporal logics. By using automata as the specification mechanism we were able to abstract away the details of the specific temporal logic and encoding, and obtain a notion of a "beginning" of a bad behavior which is applicable to the full class of ω-regular properties.
We also showed that alternating automata are better suited to serve as a basis for completeness criteria than nondeterministic automata: alternating automata can "separate concerns" and track different requirements in different branches of the run-tree, which can lead to termination as soon as we verify that at least one of the requirements cannot be fulfilled. We are interested in developing an encoding for our completeness criterion based on the encoding from [11] for weak alternating Büchi automata.
